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GSA1 response to Vietnam consultation on Draft Circulars On 3600-4000 
MHz band planning and on 4800-5000 MHz band planning 

for IMT systems in Vietnam 
 

 
GSA welcomes the opportunity to provide comments on the Draft Circulars On 3600-4000 
MHz band planning and on 4800-5000 MHz band planning for IMT systems in Vietnam. 
 
GSA appreciates the effort of the Ministry of Information and Communication to enable a 
timely deployment of 5G in Vietnam, by ensuring availability of spectrum in the mid-band 
range. GSA encourages the Ministry to also consider further spectrum in the so-called low and 
high band ranges  (26 GHz, 28 GHz band) to ensure the full capabilities of 5G and future usages 
being beneficial for the Vietnam economy and society. 
 
With regard to spectrum policy assigning frequency band 3600-4000 MHz for 5G in Vietnam, 
GSA supports this meaningful spectrum policy and congratulates MIC/ARFM for providing a 
good solution for the Vietnamese public mobile operators. The band (3600 – 3800 MHz) or 
parts thereof is widely allocated for 5G use in Europe, Japan and Korea. Also, it is in 
commercial use already, the largest deployment being in South Korea. There is already an 
ecosystem of devices and network equipment to support the band. 
 
GSA understands that the C-Band is heavily used in Vietnam, however, we recommend to 
further assess more spectrum allocation in the C-Band. The 3300-4200 MHz band that currently 
offers the unique opportunity for largest amount of spectrum below 6 GHz. The amount of 
contiguous spectrum that can be made available in the 3300-4200 MHz range offers an 
interesting opportunity for the exploitation of the innovative capabilities of the latest IMT 
technologies, with a particular reference to the 5G New Radio air interface which will deliver 
increased capacity and connectivity.  While the 3400-3800 MHz spectrum has received a lot of 
attention globally with a significant number of assignments and deployments, a number of 
administrations are now beginning to also consider spectrum within the 3800-4200 MHz range.  
Spectrum within the 3800-4200 MHz range is gaining increasing attention with countries in 
North America, Europe and parts of the APAC region planning to make some of this spectrum 
available. Therefore, Vietnam will be able to benefit from this emerging ecosystem by also 
making 3800-4000 MHz available. 
 
For the 3300-3400 MHz part of the n77/n78 bands there is growing interest especially in India, 
Brazil, Taiwan, Indonesia just to mention a few.  In China, MIIT reserved the 3300–3600 MHz 

 
 
1 The GSA (Global mobile Suppliers Association, https://gsacom.com) develops strategies and plans, and 
contributes studies and technical analysis to international, regional and individual country policymakers and 
regulators to facilitate the timely availability of spectrum for use by mobile network operators. GSA has a focus 
group for spectrum topics for technical and regulatory matters of radio spectrum pertaining to the successful 
evolution of International Mobile Telecommunication (IMT) and associated radiocommunication systems and 
comprises a team made up of spectrum and regulatory affairs specialists from GSA Executive Member and GSA 
Member companies. In addition, GSA reports regularly on global spectrum developments. 
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band for 5G services. In Hong Kong, OFCA recently announced that it would be making 
spectrum available at 3.3–3.4 GHz (indoor use only), 3.4–3.6 GHz (indoor and outdoor use, 
with spectrum available from April 2020) The device ecosystem for bands n77 and n78 will 
support the full bands. However, currently no operator has yet launched the 5G service on 3300 
– 3400 MHz band, but GSA understands that this could be made available in Vietnam for indoor 
use and therefore it is suggested to MIC/ARFM to seriously consider also this range for IMT.  
 
 
The 4.5 GHz will become a regional/sub-regional harmonized 5G band (e.g. in APAC and CIS) 
in near future, as complementary 5G band in sub-6 GHz spectrum. During WRC-19 the range 
4800-4990 MHz was identified to IMT in 42 countries including major markets like China, 
Russia and Brazil. 3GPP has specified 5G NR Band n79 for 4400-5000 MHz in Rel-15, while 
China, Hong Kong S.A.R and Japan are deploying or testing 5G networks within this frequency 
band. Usage of this band for 5G in Vietnam will benefit from the existing ecosystem 
developments and the economies of scale. Therefore, GSA welcome the decision of the 
MIC/ARFM and and encourage the Vietnam to license as soon as possible the range 4800-4990 
MHz to IMT, while considering in longer term to extend this band below 4800 MHz to also 
include whole or parts of 4400-4800 MHz. 
 
 
GSA is continually releasing and updating reports related to spectrum allocations and devices 
availability. This information is available on the GSA website (gsacom.com). Finally, GSA and 
its members are keen to regularly update MIC/ARFM and to assist the Vietnam authorities in 
their path to be a strong leader in 5G deployment and in the 4th industrial revolution. 
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